Selection of spatiotemporal patterns in arrays of spatially distributed oscillators indirectly coupled via a diffusive environment.
Emergence of self-organized behaviors in diverse living systems often depends on population density. In these systems, cell-cell communications are usually mediated by the surrounding environment. Collective behaviors (e.g., synchrony and dynamical quorum sensing) of such systems with stirred environment have been extensively studied, but the spatiotemporal dynamics of the oscillators coupled via a diffusive environment (without stirring) is rather understudied. We here perform a computational study on the selection and competition of wave patterns in arrays of spatially distributed oscillators immersed in a diffusive medium. We find that population density plays a crucial role in the selection of wave patterns: (i) for a single spiral in the system, its rotation either inward or outward could be controlled by population density, and (ii) for spiral and target waves coexisting initially in the system, wave competition happens and population density decides which type of wave will finally survive. The latter phenomenon is further confirmed in a system whose individual element is excitable rather than self-sustained oscillatory. The mechanism underlying all these observations is attributed to the frequency competition. Our results in the excitable case may have implications on the experimental results.